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When a person hits, strikes, plucks or otherwise disturbs a musical in-
strument it is set into vibrational motion and produces a sound. The motion
can occur only in one of the patterns called ”natural modes” by which that
particular instrument could vibrate. How fast the instrument vibrates in
each of the natural modes is characterized by the ”frequency” of that mode,
so that the higher is the frequency the higher is pitch of the sound we hear.
In much the same way as musical instruments, complex atomic nuclei (as for
example uranium, plutonium or thorium) ”vibrate” in one of their natural
modes when hit in experiments by a fast-moving particle used to probe inner
structure of the nuclei. The set of all natural frequencies of any physical
object is called the ”spectrum”. Spectra are important characteristics of any
object, hence the question ”can one hear the shape of a drum?” posed by an
American mathematician Marc Kac in one of his public lectures as early as
in 1966.

Spectra of musical instruments are very ordered (or ”harmonic”) to pro-
duce pleasing sounds, whereas experiments show that spectra of complex
atomic nuclei look disordered, or random, which reflects a very complicated,
chaotic and unpredictable character of motion of nuclei constituents. But
behind all that ”spectral disorder” lurks a certain pattern which represents
a new ”harmony” in the Nature. For example, the same pattern reveals it-
self in positions of birds perching on a roof or in distances between closely
parked cars. Or indeed in the positions of zeroes of a function introduced
by German mathematician Bernhard Riemann to study properties of one
of the main building blocks of Mathematics - the prime numbers. Zeroes
of the Riemann function are chosen for one of ten Millenia Problems worth
one million dollars (though solutions of any on the list is priceless in eyes
of the majority of mathematicians). To be able to characterize such ubiqui-
tous patterns quantitatively mathematicians use as a model idealized objects
called random matrices. As almost invariably happens in Mathematics, tools
introduced to understand a certain phenomenon help to reveal many other
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hidden structures in problems not obviously related to the original one. The
theory of random matrices is rich with such unexpected connections. For
example, tools developed to study complicated spectra prove to be useful in
analyzing signal transmission for mobile phone networks in complex urban
environments and help to improve their performance.

In my own work I develop further understanding of properties of ran-
dom matrices and related objects, and apply them to problems arising in
natural sciences. As the most recent example, with my collaborator Boris
Khoruzhenko we considered the problem of stability of large ecological sys-
tems of many interacting species. The key question, raised by Robert May
in 1972 was ’Will diversity make a food chain more or less stable?’ The pre-
vailing view in the mid-20th century was that diverse ecosystems have more
resilience to recover from events displacing the system from equilibrium and
hence are more stable. This ‘ecological intuition’ was challenged by May
who introduced a toy model for studying stability of a large ecological sys-
tem. Based on that model he predicted that ’complexity should typically lead
to instability’, which gave rise to a long a fruitful debate, also beyond the
direct remit of ecosystems. However the very nature of May’s toy model pre-
vents one from predicting what actually happens when the system becomes
unstable. We proposed a generalization of the May’s model which should al-
low to shed more light on this intriguing issue. Our first results indicate that
after instability of the original equilibrium takes place, the system should be
able to find different stable equilibrium configurations. The random matrices
keep playing a fundamental role in our analysis.
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